
Ben Burgess GroundsCare Equipment 
Europa Way, Norwich NR1 2EN 
01603 625370 
groundscarestores@benburgess.co.uk 
Fireworks available all year round 
 
Ben Burgess Aylsham 
Industrial Estate, Dunkirk, Aylsham NR11 6SU 
01263 734311 
aylsham@benburgess.co.uk 
Fireworks available from 15 October  
 
Ben Burgess Beeston 
Dereham Road, Beeston, King’s Lynn PE32 2LE 
01328 701347 
beeston@benburgess.co.uk 
Fireworks available from 15 October  
 
Ben Burgess Newmarket 
Windmill Hill, Exning, Newmarket CB8 7NP 
01638 577877 
newmarket@benburgess.co.uk 
Fireworks available all year round 
 
Ben Burgess Coates 
Eldernell Lane, Coates, Peterborough PE7 2DD 
01733 840777 
coates@benburgess.co.uk 
Fireworks available from 15 October  
 
Ben Burgess Ellington 
Brook Farm, Ellington, Huntingdon PE28 0AE 
01480 890990 
ellington@benburgess.co.uk 
Fireworks available for collection from 15 October  

2018-2019 
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Selection boxes 

2 

Bonfire Party or Bonfire Deluxe | 
BRBP3014C/BRBD62392 | £19.99 
An excellent family selection box, ideal for 
smaller gardens and packed with a mix of 
quality fireworks including multishots, roman 
candles and fountains. Perfect and affordable 

family fun. Cat2 

Bonfire Supreme or Bonfire Fantasy | 
BRBS3007C/BRBF62385 | £44.99 
Excellent selection box of fountains, wheels and roman 

candles designed for the back garden. 
Cat2 

Beat Thy Neighbour | BRBT2376GB | £149.99 
3 linked barrages. 

Cat2 
106 120s 



2 3 

Display kits 

 
Maximum Showtime 2 | BRMS3038GB | £249.95 
3 linked barrages. 

 
Cat3 

233 180s 

The God Father 2 | BRTG3045GB | £329.99 
3 linked barrages. 

 
Cat3 

188 180s 

Neighbour From Hell | BRNF2512GB | £164.99 
3 linked barrages. 

Cat2   81 140s 

Cat3 
 210 135s 

Pyro Pro | BRPP2529GB | £279.99 
3 linked barrages. 



2 

Ninjas | BRNI0945GB | £10.99 each 
These ninjas don’t rely on stealth - they like to show off their 
skills with crackling comet movement and plenty of colour! 

Cat2 
19 32s 

4 

Display kits 

Barrages & roman candles 

 
 
Grand Slam Display Kit | BRGS2352GB | £339.95 
4 linked barrages. 

Cat3 
306 240s 

Snowflake to Avalanche | BRSF60169 | £6.95 
Fill the sky with golden snowflakes from this mini marvel! 
12 shots of big gold brocade bursts with coloured tips.  

Cat2 
7 14s 

Fire Fly’s | BRFF2383GB | £9.95 
 Cat2 

120 40s 
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Barrages & roman candles 

Ultimate Battle of Colours | BRUB0440GB | £11.99 
A firm favourite since 2009. Humming stars spin and rise to 
breaks of gold crackling with red and green palm pistils finishing 
with a three shot finale of coloured palms. 

Cat2 
12 24s 

24 Shot Assortment | BRTS0990GB | £15.95 each 
Expect golden glitter, crackling with red and blue stars 
and silver glitter effects. Each sold separately. 
Choose from either: Hurricane 
   Lightning Strike 
    Acid Rain 

Cat2 
24 40s 

Cat2 
20 25s 

Angel Dust | BRAD2413GB | £10.99 
A mine firework that fires its stars from ground level upwards 
rather than bursting at altitude. Each shot is a plume of stars 
fired from the ground up to around 10 to 15m high. 

Starring… | BRST0433GB | £12.95 
Take centre stage, dim the lights and let ‘Starring’ outperform 
all expectations tonight! 

Cat2 
16 32s 

Cannon Fodder (ROMAN CANDLES) 
BRCF8033GB | £10.99 each 

Cat2 20s 
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Barrages & roman candles 

Glittering Heights | BRGH2185GB | £21.95 
Firing shots of red tipped silver palms, red and silver glittering 
stars and silver time rain. 

25 
Cat2 40s 

Screeching Skyrider | BRSS1980GB | £24.95 
A 16 shot barrage that brings a lot to the table. Each shot provides a lot of 
noise while screech soaring up and ex-
ploding in magnificent bursts of red, 

green, and gold.  
16 

Cat2 40s 

Lavish | BRLA2154GB | £20.99 
Fires volleys of five with effects such as silver tails to silver 
chrysanthemums, silver tails to blue stars, silver turbillions 
to crackling stars and crackling comet tails to crackling stars. 

25 
Cat2 20s 

X-C-Lent | BRXC1935GB | £19.99 
Firing shots of red tipped silver palms, red and 
silver glittering stars and silver time rain. 

290 
Cat2 60s 

Pyrodice | BRPY2192GB | £29.99 
Pyrodice is a new no nonsense high performance firework. The bursts are 
loud so this is a good firework for those that like colour and noise.  

19 
Cat2 49s 
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Barrages & roman candles 

Merlin’s Apprentice | BRMA2338GB | £29.99 
Firing huge bursts of red stars and white glitter, green coco and 
red strobe, red stars and green glitter, blue stars and white 
glitter and orange to crackling. Fired or not? You decide. 

 
14 

Cat2 30s 

Tri Fawkes | BRTF1164GB | £44.99 
Tri-Fawkes is a 66 shot aerial firework that fires its 
effects in a fan shape. 

66 
Cat2 39s 

Night Sky Storm | BRNS1287GB-SC | £35.99 
gold crackling tails rise high to breaks of red and gold stars, 
silver palms and time rain. A quick-end finale of 10 shots 
make this a real must have firework. 

40s 30 
Cat2 

 
Diamond Princess | BRDP2215GB | £44.99 
Diamond Princess produces good sized shell burst explosions 
all the way through its 40 second display culminating in a 
salvo of shots for the finale. 

28 
Cat2 45s 

52s 100 
Cat2 

Fireworks Crazy Mini | BRFC2406GB | £39.99 
With a crackling lift charge, this garden firework has great 
bursts of coloured brocades and crackling chrysanthemums. 



Bounty Hunter | BRBH1300GB-SC | £49.99 
Blue stars and silver flying fish, gold crackling, silver tourbillions 
and more! And a HUGE finale of gold mines to time rain. 

35 
Cat2 59s 

2 8 

Barrages & roman candles 

Ariel Celebration | BRAC1812GB | £44.99 
A party in the sky is ready to happen, let the celebrations 
commence and make this a night to remember. 

25 
Cat3 32s 

Rip or Roaring | BRRR1942GB | £46.99 each 
Rip and roaring mixed cases. Rip the night sky apart, 50 
continuous shots for over a minute. The let the beast free to 
roar another 50 shots into action with a truly fast paced finale. 

50 
Cat2 30s 

Super Jewel | BRSJ1836GB | £54.95 
30 big bursts of colour peonies, golden brocades with changing to 
bright coloured tips and gold brocades with blue tips finishing with 
a volley of loud crackling flowers. 

 30 
Cat3 38s 

Theatre of Dreams | BRTO60183 | £49.99 
Rising pearls to big chrysanthemums and coloured or crackling pistil 
to dragon eggs and a big sky filling finale.  

 36 
Cat2 50s 

LIMITED STOCK 
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Barrages & roman candles 

Vendetta | BRVE1409GB | £59.99 
Forget about the past and ensure that this year your 
party comes alive with a volley of bursts and crackles. 

 
49 

Cat2 59s 

Magical Palms | BRMP1430GB | £66.95 
Large palm tree shapes creating an excellent firework 
with a variation of colours. 

 

36 
Cat3 36s 

Napalm | BRNA2093GB | £67.99 
You will hear this coming, but don’t run for your lives! Witness 
aerial explosions and devastating volleys piercing the silence, a 
true sky spectacle. 

36 
Cat2 52s 

Hercules Mini | BRHM2499GB | £59.99 
A quick pace firework with lots of fizz, pop and bang. It’s 
explosive lifetime is a vibrant array of Straight, V and W fan 
effects with a blast of crackle mid-way thought the display. 

 
 55s  107 

Cat2 

The Judge | BRTJ2147GB | £69.95 
Commencing with steady vertical bursts and changing 
to fire volleys of 5 bursts at a time, you’d almost think 
this was two different fireworks in one. 

 
35 

Cat3 46s LIMITED STOCK 
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Barrages & roman candles 

Dark Angel | BRDA1140GB | £94.99 
The good collides with the dark side… A large barrage 
will take control of the night sky.  

 
100 

Cat3 77s 

Fireworks Crazy | BRFC2253GB | £99.95 
Fireworks Crazy is a rapid firing aerial barrage and fires all 
100 shots in 50 seconds so the sky is full of action.  See the 
mini version on page 7. 

 
100 

Cat3 50s 

The Big Show | BRTB2284GB | £104.99 
Vertical shellbursts and shots before breaking 
into a fan shaped effect of colourful bursts.  

83 
Cat3 55s 

Nuclear Demolition | BRND1805GB | £109.99 
Light the atom and watch the night sky be demolished 
with dazzling palm effects. 

49 
Cat3 84s 

Airboss | BRAI2260GB | £115.99 
Air Boss is the finale firework to end all finale fireworks! 
It is short, sharp and will blow your socks off! 

100 
Cat3 40s 
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Barrages & roman candles 

Hercules | BRHE0181 | £124.99 
Obviously immortal, the exceptional strength of the original 
award winner is back! See the mini version on page 9. 

 
 107 

Cat3 57s 

Undisputed | BRUN2345GB | £132.95 
Delivering seemingly endless sky-filling salvos and bangs 
from start to finish. 

86 
Cat3 60s 

Hercules Limited Edition | BRHL2482GB | £129.99 
This is one for the noise lovers! Still firing in its signature Straight, 
V and W Fan effects, they've taken the original Hercules and    
added earth shattering titanium salutes.  

107 
Cat3 59s 

Shazam | BRSH2505GB | £139.99 
New for 2017, Shazam is an all new rapid firing and 
yet long lasting  108 shot cake. 

 Cat3 
108 200s 

Power Station 1 | BRPS1782GB | £119.99 
Fired four at a time, shots ascend with screaming tails and 
explode with an almighty bang Finishing with a volley of 8 
huge golden brocade crowns, this firework is big on noise 
and big on effects. 

 
 64 

Cat3 41s 
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Barrages & roman candles 

Rockets 

Real Steel | BRRS1881GB | £139.99 
Thrilling effects, thrilling duration, thrilling finale, time 
for you to make the neighbours totally envious 
and let them enjoy the truly thrilling action.  

88 
Cat3 60s 

Fire One | BRFO0037 | £159.95 
A large, single ignition barrage of multi coloured 
tails, multi coloured stars, white glittering brocade, 
whistling and crackling tails, multi coloured 
bouquets, palms and more crackling! 

98 
Cat3 97s 

5 Alive | BRFA5025GB | £14.99 

Bursting skywards, these 5 different effect 

rockets will remind you of the power you 

have been missing. 

CAGED Cat2 

Air Bomber | BRAB5155GB | £17.99 

                          CAGED Cat2 



Cat2 

2 13 

Rockets 

Astro Blaster | BRAB5018GB | £26.99 
Pack of five medium sized 1.3g rockets containing five 
different effects such as time rain and silver strobe, red glitter, 
silver chrysanthemum with red tips and silver strobe, crackling 
palm with blue stars and multi-coloured peony. 

 

CAGED 
 

 

Cat2 

Star Fleet | BRSF0020 | £39.95 
The old ones are the best - don’t miss your 
chance to let all 10 rockets perform for you once 
again!                                        

The Nuts | BRTN4042GB | £67.99 
A selection of 5 fantastic ball head rockets with the 
largest being a 4" shell. Each produces a stunning shell burst 
effect with perfect symmetry. The bursts are immense. 

 Cat3 

The King Reborn | BRTK5193GB | £29.99 
The national favourite has been remastered and is 
back bigger and better than ever. Producing a 
huge golden palm that hangs and falls in slow  
motion, this is THE firework for large gardens and 
public displays. 

 
 CAGED Cat3 

LIMITED STOCK 

LIMITED STOCK 



4 Dimension | BRFD5148GB | £119.99 
Four outstanding performance rockets; Sauceror, 
The King, Sky Thriller and Special Ring. 

 

CAGED 

Rockets 

2 14 

King-Dom | BRKI5162GB | £119.99 
Seriously dominate the skies with the leader of all 
rocket selections. So beastly, we had to cage them! 

 

CAGED 

Extreme Machines | BREM5124GB | £49.99 
Extreme by name, extreme in performance. 
15 carefully selected powerful rockets. 

 
CAGED 

Cat2 

Cat3 

Cat3 



Barrages 

2 15 

Fountains & wheels 

Cat2 

Krazy Klock (FOUNTAIN) 
BRKK0297 | £25.99 
Hands rotate with silver flowers then white glitter, three stage whis-
tles, red flares, red, green and blue flames to silver flowers and chry-
santhemums to crackling. 

Leaping Lizards (FOUNTAIN) 
BRLL8002GB | £8.99 

Cat2 80s 

Hokus Pokus (FOUNTAIN) 
BRHP8019GB | £9.95 

Cat2 50s 

Cat2 

Penny Farthing (WHEEL) 
BRPF8040GB | £6.95 
 

22s 

Destiny (WHEEL) 
BRDE8057GB | £8.99 

 Cat2 50s 

Krackatoa (FOUNTAIN) 
BRKR8125GB | £7.50 

Cat2 60s 



Sparklers & portfires 

 
Large Golden 
Sparklers 
BRLG0303C | £1.69 

 

60s 

60 

Cat3 

Cat2 

Product key 

Noise level 
 
 
 

25m safe distance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8m safe distance 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of shots 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Approximate running 
time (in seconds) 

STAY SAFE! 
Fireworks will only be sold to persons over the age of 18. Please do 
not be offended if we ask you for identification to prove your age. It 
is illegal for persons over the age of 18 to purchase fireworks for 
persons under the age of 18. It is illegal for persons under the age of 
18 to possess fireworks in public places. 
 

There is a ban on the use of fireworks late at night (after 11pm) 
except for: 
New Year’s Eve, Diwali and Chinese New Year (fireworks may be 
used until 1am) and Guy Fawkes Night (fireworks may be 
used until 12am). 
 

We will not supply category four fireworks to non-professionals. 
 

Do not give sparklers to children under the age of five. Children over 
the age of five should be supervised by an adult at all times. 
 

PLEASE USE RESPONSIBLY 
 

Prices include VAT 

Portfires | BRPF0709GB | £1.00 each 
Pack of five, as shown. 

Aces Sparklers 
BRAG0136 | £0.95 

Mega Aces 
Sparklers 
BRMA0549GB | £1.69 
Colourful sparklers. 


